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Amsterdam, August 1st - You probably haven't heard about Nordweg before? That's because

the family owned premium leather goods manufacturer from Brazil has been predominantly

selling their goods to the Brazilian market. The brand is now expanding internationally with a

beautiful new line of products.

Nordweg developed the Black Edition backpacks to be an essential complement for the modern

traveller and city dwellers. With the spacious inside pockets to accommodate a notebook and

others essentials, and it’s front outside pocket's are perfect for quick access when needed.

Nordweg’s mantra is “A good life”, and that simple idea is applied to every aspect of the

business. From their great customer service to the way they treat their employees. The workers

get above average compensations and work in a safe, clean and relaxed environment, which

translates to great quality products. Something still quite uncommon in Brazil unfortunately.

Gallery with images, click here

To know more about the brand and the products visit; www.nordweg.rocks.

Nordweg - NW082
Genuine Leather Laptop Backpack, Black Edition
The NW82 is no ordinary backpack, every detail and material reflects special care and attention

we have in producing a product built to last. Made with premium and rich ebony leather in our

factory located in the mountains of Southern Brazil.

The NW82 is a fusion of form and function. Last but not least, the protected laptop case is

removable so you can free up some space when needed or use it with your laptop separately.

Durable weather proof nylon lining

Reinforced genuine leather frame

Comfortable and adjustable handles

Height, width and depth: 17.7 inches (45 cm) x 13.7 inches (35 cm) x 5.9 inches (15 cm)

Weight: 3.30 pounds (1.5 kg)

Max. laptop size: 13 inches (33 cm) x 10.6 inches (27 cm) x 1.5 inches (4 cm)

Nordweg custom black metal handle

Nordweg - NW083
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Nordweg - NW083
Genuine Leather Laptop Backpack, Black Edition
The Black Edition NW83 is Nordweg's take on a modern companion, developed with simplicity

in mind and use of the best possible materials the NW83 is a evolution to the Nordweg product

line. Perfect to stow your belongings comfortably and carry your notebook safely in the

removable and protection sleeve.

Durable weather proof nylon lining

Reinforced genuine leather frame

Comfortable and adjustable handles

Height, width and depth: 17.7 inches (45 cm) x 13.7 inches (35 cm) x 5.9 inches (15 cm)

Weight: 3.30 pounds (1.5 kg)

Max. laptop size: 13 inches (33 cm) x 10.6 inches (27 cm) x 1.5 inches (4 cm)

About Nordweg
The Nordweg brand was created by Igor Gaelzer, one of the sons of Ingo and Marisa, founders

of the factory. The traditional and quality focused family business is located in the mountains of

the south of Brazil, where the manufacturing team has been handcrafting high-quality leather

accessories for more than twenty years.

Nowadays the factory positively impacts more than twenty local families, in the very same

community it started in. The name comes from the German "the way north” and means to

celebrate its story and connect today's modern brand to its roots and traditions of its founding

German ancestors.
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We are an Amsterdam based sales and PR consulting agency. We pride ourselves on being flexible enough to
adapt to any situation and tough enough to ensure things get moving. We love to drink good coffee, hear your
story and learn how we can help you and your brand.
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